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In the final pages of the previous issue, Sebastian and Angel Face are

This review is part of a series. If you haven’t already, check out my review of the previous issue here (/fight-club-2-4.html).

http://www.independentcomicbookreview.com/fight-club-2-4.html


mid-fight, and Sebastian is clearly losing. In the opening pages of issue
five, Sebastian is seen knocked out on the pavement and covered in
blood. Tyler breaks through though, and asks his goons to call one of his
med-school human sacrifices to sew up his face. Before leaving for the
doctor though, he gets revenge on Angel Face, beating him senseless.
He then jets off to a castle, where his son is living lavishly with all of the
world's best art stored away in the basement (it’s hinted that Rize of Die
stole the goods). So Tyler has the kid and Marla is still in the war zone
with one of her progeria friends, being fired upon by Rize of Die
militants.

Why is Rize of Die, Tyler’s creation, trying to kill Marla? I have no idea.
My best guess is that they don’t know who they’re launching rockets at.
I’m finding the whole thing a bit confusing. You see, in the original Fight
Club, Project Mayhem was made up of a house full of goons that grew to
include just about every man the narrator interacted with. Rize or Die is
the new Project Mayhem, but it’s bigger and it’s a profiting military.
Sebastian then for ten years worked in a cubicle for that military
industrial corporation, Rize or Die. Tyler only came out when his
therapist would hypnotize him out, and would live just long enough to
make sure his goons in Rize or Die were doing their jobs. Then Marla cut
the medication, brought him back entirely, and here we are.

So Tyler is in charge of Rize of Die assignments, which is a graduated
version of Project Mayhem, and Sebastian is a, “do-nothing cog” on the
corporate side of Rize or Die. I would assume that he has no idea that
Tyler’s directing them to wreak havoc. I would assume that Marla is
unaware as well. What I’m really hung up on though, is not seeing the



point. Project Mayhem had meaning; attacking the rich and disrupting
the peace of corporate America has a nihilistic and admirable quality to
it. We the reader, the audience of this type of book/movie, are mostly
middle class and generally unhappy with the corporate Calvin Klein side

of life; e.g. we get it. We connect with the idea and sympathize with the mentality of wanting to rebel because we feel wronged.

 There’s none of that with Fight Club 2. I don’t identify with or feel jazzed up about anything the way I did with the first Fight Club. Do you? Please,
if someone out there gets it and thinks I’m out of line, tell me so because I want to believe that my comprehension has failed. I want to believe
there’s a good story in there.

The second half of the issue really doesn’t matter, because the goons are feeding Sebastian medication and half of the comic panels are blocked
out by pills. I’ll give the artist credit for his use of medication. The photo-realistic pills look spilled across the comic book, and block out faces and
conversation bubbles. By doing this, the reader gets the same spacey, gaping understanding of what’s going on as Sebastian. It’s implied that
the medication makes Sebastian like a zombie who has less free will and won't think much because his thoughts are blocked. Without going on a
rant, I feel like this is an ignorant portrayal of how mental condition medications affect a person's state of mind and personality. As far as art
goes though, it looks pretty rad.



At the end of the issue, zombie-Sebastian uses a vein like a super soaker to destroy art in a museum under Tyler’s order. Why Tyler wants to
destroy this art, but wants to save his precious private collection, I don’t know or understand. The major take away here is that I don’t
understand the point or plot of Fight Club 2. I’m five issues in, which is still early enough to cut my losses and bail. If I wasn’t such a big Palahniuk
fan, I would.  
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